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Question 1- Who was the author of the book Arthashastra? (A) Adam Smith (B} Kautilya 

(A) f teET 

L.N.D, College, Motihari 
ECONOMICS 

(B) HTRf 

Question 2 - Whose statement is "Economics is the science of Welth"? 
(A) Ricardo (B) Marshall (C) Adam smith 

(B) fMfer 

(A) 

(B) HleT 

Question 3- Which Economist supported the statement "Economics is a real science"? 
AYRobbins (B) Senior (C) Pigou 

MIC-1 
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University Exam Roll. 

Question 4 - Which Economist has compared Economic laws to tides? 

(A) Robbins (B) Malthus (C) Pigou 

(B) HAfG YfaTET 

Question 6- Production Possibility Curve 

Candidate Sign. 

(B) ta 

Question 5 - Problems related to economic development are studied? 

eYDevelopment Economics (A) Microeconomics (B) Macroeconomics 

(B) H8T HHIIT Bl 

A Is concave towards the axis (B) Is parallel to the axis 
A6-3GT HATCTag. 

Question 7 - How many types of demand are there 
A}two (B) three 

(C) Marshall 

(C) refr 

(C) 

(c) faar 3refeea 

(C) four 

(C) Is Vertical to the axis 

(D) five 

(D) Robbins 

(D) faH 

(D) qT 

(1x 15 = 15) 

(D) Robbins 

Le} Marshall 

(D) HTH 

(D) fa 

(D) Marshall 

(D) Arf 

(D) None of the above 

(D) Nonc of the above 



Question 8- As consumer income increases, the demand for which of the following goods decreases? 
(A) Superior goods 

(A) Jaggery and sugar 
None of these 

Question 9 -Are examples of complementary goods? 
(B}salt and pulses 

(A) S 

(A) 1 

Question 10 - In which goods the law of demand does not apply? 

(A) Superior goods (B) Giffen goods 

B) Inferior( Giffern) goods 

(B) (ftbo) atd 

(B) 2 

(A) HTt 

(B) 2 

Question 11 - How many types of elasticity of demand are there? 

(A) 1 

(A) Marshall 

(A) HTefa 

(B) rfb d 

(C) 3 

(C) 3 

Question 15 - Who among 
curves? 

Question 12 - What are examples of Perfectly inelastic price demand? 
(A) Life-giving Goods (B) Comfortable Goods CBoth of the above 

(B) 31R1HGIYh GH 

\D4 

(C) Both of the above 

(D) 4 

(B) Boulding 

(B) nfesa 

(C) 3444d at 

Question 13 -Which of the following is not a measure of price elasticity of demand? 
(A) Proportional Method YBYTotal Income Method 

(C) Cricket bat and ball 

(B) Pigou 

(B) tr 

(C) Both of the above 

Question 14 -Who developed the point method of measuring price elasticity of demand? 
VA}Marshall (C) Pigou 

the following is an economist who 

(C) teg 

(D) None of the above 

(C) Total Expenditure Method 

(D) None of the above 

VC Hicks 

\(D)None of the above 

(D) None of the above 

(c) fH 

(D) Point Method 

(D)fàg faf 

(D) Adam Smith 

measures consumer savings through indifference 

(D) VSA HY 

(D) Boulding 

(D) ifesa 
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